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The Wild West: 365 Days is a day-by-day adventure that tells the stories of pioneers and cowboys, gold rushes and saloon shoot-outs in America's frontier. The lure of land rich in minerals, fertile for farming, and plentiful with buffalo bred an all-out obsession with heading westward. The Wild West: 365 Days takes the reader back to these booming frontier towns that became the stuff of American legend, breeding characters such as Butch Cassidy and
Jesse James. Author Michael Wallis spins a colorful narrative, separating myth from fact, in 365 vignettes. The reader will learn the stories of Davy Crockett, Wild Bill Hickok, and Annie Oakley; travel to the O.K. Corral and Dodge City; ride with the Pony Express; and witness the invention of the Colt revolver. The images are drawn from Robert G. McCubbin's extensive collection of Western memorabilia, encompassing rare books, photographs, ephemera,
and artifacts, including Billy the Kid's knife.
Over 13 million people have read the #1 New York Times bestseller Wonder— now, the wonder returns with a companion book of life lessons and inspiration from Auggie's favorite teacher—perfect for back to school! Based on the book that inspired the Choose Kind movement and a major motion picture, readers will fall in love all over again with Auggie Pullman, an ordinary boy with an extraordinary face. And don't miss R.J. Palacio's highly anticipated
new novel, Pony, available now! In Wonder, readers were introduced to memorable English teacher Mr. Browne and his love of precepts. This companion book features conversations between Mr. Browne and Auggie, Julian, Summer, Jack Will, and others, giving readers a special peek at their lives after Wonder ends. Mr. Browne's essays and correspondence are rounded out by a precept for each day of the year—drawn from popular songs to children’s books to
inscriptions on Egyptian tombstones to fortune cookies. His selections celebrate the goodness of human beings, the strength of people’s hearts, and the power of people’s wills. There’s something for everyone here, with words of wisdom from such noteworthy people as Anne Frank, Martin Luther King Jr., Confucius, Goethe, Sappho—and over 100 readers of Wonder who sent R. J. Palacio their own precepts.
Not just stupidity, but obsessive stupidity! Not just random stupidity, but organized stupidity! Here, from the celebrated collectors of the stupidest things ever said, it’s the cre`me de la cre`me of stupidities, made even funnier and more compelling in an irresistible top 10 list format. Try one: The Top 10 Stupidest Actual Book Titles: 1. A Toddler’s Guide to the Rubber Industry 2. Constipation and our Civilization 3. Greek Rural Postmen and
Their Cancellation Numbers 4. The Secret of Sphincters 5. A Pictorial Book of Tongue Coating 6. Life and Laughter ’midst the Cannibals 7. Be Bold With Bananas 8. Hand-Grenade Throwing as a College Sport 9. Collect Fungi on Stamps 10. A Study of Hospital Waiting Lists in Cardiff, 1953–1954 Plus lost-in-translation moments. Doubles entendres. Political speeches, foreign menus, traffic signs. Celebrities on literature, on homelessness, on revealing too
much about themselves. Mangled cliche ́s and bizarre analogies, the wit of the witless and comedy of the clueless—never before have so many said something so dumb, now in one book.
The sexy and deeply romantic internationally bestselling novel that inspired the blockbuster movie.
365 Days of Wonder: Mr. Browne's Precepts
365 Days of Faith
The 365 Days of Eloise
Put Some Shoes on
The Best Moving Pictures of
Daily Calm

In The Presidents 365 Days, the author gives a critical look at the first years of President Donald Trumps administration. The author also focuses on the controversy surrounding his executive orders, questionable choices of cabinet nominees, active undoing of the accomplishments of President Barack Obama, engaging in relentless attacks on individuals and institutions through Twitter, and more. The Presidents 365 Days gives a thorough introduction to the horrific first year of the Trump administration.
Discover Series Books for Babies & Toddlers Who's a pretty baby? Babies and toddlers love looking at other babies. In this charming collection of photos of babies, children will delight in seeing babies in costume and going about their daily routines. Used as a jumpstart for interaction, Discover Series Picture Books are a great way to introduce other babies, words and concepts to kids.
An array of photographs, many never before published, follows the Rolling Stones from their early days in the 1960s to the present day, chronicling the history of the iconic band both on and off the stage.
What do Hermetic philosophy, a two-thousand-year-old carpenter, and Andrew Carnegieʼs mentee have in common? Together they contain the inspiration you need to create the life you've always wanted! If youʼve been working hard for years without finding real success...if you catch yourself often feeling frustrated, fed up, or short on patience…if you lost that magic spark in life̶or maybe you feel like you never really found it in the first place̶donʼt worry. Itʼs never too late. 365 Days of Abundance is a truly inspirational daily devotional that will help you create
abundance in every aspect of your life. Health, wealth, wisdom, and true happiness are all within your reach. How? Through a unique blend of the 12 universal laws, the principles of success and wealth from Napoleon Hill's Think and Grow Rich, and the boundless inspiration of the Holy Bible. Turn your thoughts into things: Start manifesting the life you've always dreamed of̶today. Each daily meditation will take you on a personal journey helping you to understand and apply these sacred laws through the lens of the Holy Scripture, anchored by hundreds of
inspirational quotes, and peppered with tales of heroism, perseverance, and prosperity in action. Turn your fears into trust, depression into liberation, anxiety and stress into rest, lack and limitations into abundance on all levels. Discover joy, inspiration, overwhelming gratitude, and overflowing abundance; discover your heartʼs burning desire and translate that desire into real success. With a foreword by legendary self-help guru, bestselling author, and expert in manifesting abundance, Bob Proctor, you can trust this book will deliver results. You were born rich̶the life
youʼve always dreamed of is already within you.
Hands-On Bible 365 Devotions for Kids
365 Days of Inspiration - Photos and Wisdom to Lift Your Spirit
Eloise
How to Draw Unicorns and Friends Every Day of the Year
A Daily Record of Baby's First Year
The One Year Uncommon Life Daily Challenge
Faith is actively choosing to believe in something or someone. Living by faith is not circumstantial, and it is not produced by accident. In a world where people live their own truths, it can be hard to discern what living out your faith in God really looks like. Although some may tolerate your faith, many believe there is not one right way, but no one can argue with your personal experience of knowing Christ and having a certain peace that comes from believing the promise of your future with him.
This daily devotional encourages you to build your faith through pondering inspiring messages, reading God’s Word, and spending time in his presence. As you do, you will notice other virtues being added to your faith. With belief comes goodness, knowledge, and self-control, and that produces the kind of fruit that is a testimony of your faith in Christ. When you suffer hardship, you know where to turn. Jesus’ faithfulness is a cornerstone for your own faith. You can trust him because he has
proven himself trustworthy, and faith that withstands the fire of adversity brings blessings beyond all imagining. Be filled with hope, courage, and confidence as you step out in faith each day.
Six-year-old Eloise lives with her mother and her English nanny at the Plaza Hotel, where she finds many opportunities to indulge in mischief
Spanning more than 100 years, this spectacular collection of then-and-now photographs captures the rhythms and moods of the greatest city in the world.
For puzzlers who just can't get enough, here's a collection to last from January to December in a compact trade paperback format.
365 Days a Year
Daily Joy
1922-1923
The Rolling Stones
The Best Moving Pictures of 1922/23
Book of All-Time Stupidest Top 10 Lists
The Marabou Mule. The Chanel toe. Jackie O's pump. Marilyn's stiletto. And lotus shoes and fetish shoes, shoes made for coronations and inaugurations, Cinderella's slipper, shoes of tulle, brocade, rhinestone, python, fish scales, and feathers, and much, much, more, including the two-foot-high wooden chopines of the 16th century and their resurgence as the platform shoes of the 1960s and 1970s. Shoes, now with over
357,000 copies in print, is an obsessive, over-the-top extravaganza-chunky, full-color, and irresistible, it contains page after page of seductive photographs and information about women's shoes. Created for the woman who's a passionate shoe lover-and what woman isn't?--Shoes features over 1,000 glorious photographs, most of them taken for the book. Includes Footnotes (fascinating facts about shoes); Foot Soldiers
(profiles of master shoemakers from David Little to Andrea Pfister); and The Shoe that Left an Imprint, focusing on one shoe that changed history-remember Courrage's futuristic go-go boot? Shoes is, as they say, to die for.
Combines meaningful, calming quotations and affirmations with evocative photography from the archives of National Geographic in an elegantly designed reference that centers on monthly themes organized to promote a year's worth of relaxation and meditation support.
Retailers Choice Award winner, 2012 Strengthen the core of your life and faith on a year-long journey with beloved Super Bowl–winning former head coach Tony Dungy and co-author Nathan Whitaker! This deluxe LeatherLike edition of the New York Times best-selling The One Year Uncommon Life Daily Challenge contains 365 reflections from Tony and Nathan on living an “uncommon life” of integrity, honoring your family and
friends, creating a life of real significance and impact, and walking with the Lord. This year, step up to the challenge to spend time with God—and dare to be uncommon every day. A perfect gift for sports fans, coaches, athletes, and dads!
In our everyday world there are subtle yet compelling beauties all around us. Whether we choose to stop and look or pass by it, it's a choice we make. For 365 days, Donald Jin, a New England based photographer sets out to document the world around him as it reveals itself to his eyes, one photo at a time.
Awkward Family Photos
365 Days With Self-Discipline
365 Days of Art in Nature
My Book of Holidays
The New York Times Will Shortz Presents Crosswords for 365 Days
A Celebration of Pumps, Sandals, Slippers & More

365 Days of Art is an inspiring journal designed to help readers and budding artists nurture their creativity and explore their feelings through the medium of art. Featuring an activity for every day of the year, from simple tasks like drawing shapes and lines, to more mindful exercises like coloring-in, painting with primary colors, and drawing what you see. With beautiful, vibrant hand-lettering and watercolor illustrations, the book pairs inspiring quotes
with supportive prompts and exercises to spark reflection through your drawing, writing, painting and more.
"These 365 devotions will have kids giggling, singing, creating, and getting excited about the Bible, all while praising God and growing closer to him. Each devotion comes to life with fun activities and games using regular household items. No need to run out and buy extra supplies! With [this book], your children will get into the Bible, and the Bible will get into their hearts, giving them a priceless foundation of faith in God"--Back cover
Covering the U.S.A. and Canada like never before, and for the first time with full-color photographs, here are 1,000 compelling, essential, offbeat, utterly unforgettable places. Pristine beaches and national parks, world-class museums and the Just for Laughs festival, mountain resorts, salmon-rich rivers, scenic byways, the Oyster Bar and the country’s best taco, lush gardens and coastal treks at Point Reyes, rafting the Upper Gauley (if you dare). Plus
resorts, vineyards, hot springs, classic ballparks, the Talladega Speedway, and more. Includes new attractions, like Miami’s Pérez Art Museum and Manhattan’s High Line, plus more than 150 places of special interest to families. And, for every entry, what you need to know about how and when to visit. “Patricia Schultz unearths the hidden gems in our North American backyard. Don’t even think about packing your bag and sightseeing without it.” —New
York Daily News
For fans of "The Hunger Games", "Divergent", and "Lord of the Flies"--a gripping dystopian page-turner from the pen of Gemini-nominated writer, Nancy Isaak, that will keep you transfixed, well-entertained, and right on the edge of your seat. They were just two teenage girls--utterly normal in every way--until they woke up one morning to discover that they were all alone in a world gone mad. Somehow, while they slept, the world had changed; their
parents, their friends, all had been taken...all disappeared. Now Kaylee Michelson and her best friend, Jay, must figure out not only how to live in this strange, new world--but how to survive. These are the facts as the girls know them: 1. Everyone is gone. 2. There is no internet, no t.v., no electricity, no phones; not even batteries work anymore. 3. It is very, very quiet. Kaylee and Jay--two terrified teenage girls who think they are all alone. Only--they are
wrong...
365 Days / 365 Plays
365 Days of Firsts
The Ultimate DIY Guide to Creating Fashion Dos from Thrift-Store Don'ts
The Wild West: 365 Days
Shoe Retailer and Boots and Shoes Weekly
Daily Peace
In 365 Days of Art in Nature, Lorna Scobie, invites the reader to take a closer look at the natural world - whether that's outside on location, or inside their own home - reminding us all that regardless of whether we live in the city or the countryside, wildlife is just on our doorstep. Observe the slow, constant pace of the nature that surrounds you every day, and use it to inspire you in your art and creativity. Activities may include visiting a
particular tree four times in the year and drawing it. How has it changed? Study the colors you find in autumn leaves. Explore drawing them in different materials. Featuring nature-inspired quotes, breakaway activities to get you outdoors and plenty of supportive prompts and tips, this book will spark your imagination and help you to open your eyes and appreciate the natural beauty in our world.
It’s Eloise’s sixtieth birthday—though she’s still not a day over six. Celebrate by joining Eloise on this wonderful journey through the year with all new paintings by acclaimed artist Hilary Knight! Eloise has been warming the hearts of readers for sixty years. Now, follow everyone’s favorite Plaza girl, Eloise, through the calendar as she fills each day of the year with even more new adventures, featuring all new original artwork by Hilary Knight!
Complete with two sets of sticker sheets so you can personalize your books, fun Eloise facts, and brand-new illustrations, fans old and new will find something to love in this treasured new addition to the Eloise collection.
Presents awkward photos of families, accompanied by humorous captions and stories about awkward and amusing family moments, and organized into such categories as pets, birthdays, and holidays.
Bonjour! Here's the thing of it: Paris has just been discovered by Eloise the little girl from the Plaza... Here is what Eloise does in Paris: everything. The effect is rawther extraordinaire. If you come to Paris with Eloise you will always be glad you did.
365 Days
Birds of the World
Stupidest Things Ever Said
1,000 Places to See in the United States and Canada Before You Die
Find Inspiration Every Day in the Natural World
Shoes

"Insightful, timeless, and elegantly designed, this enriching book expands the "Daily" series tradition with a focus on finding inner peace. Each page is an invitation to pause, reflect, and recharge, complemented with inspiring quotations and exquisite National Geographic images. Whether readers are dealing with loss, facing a transition, or searching for day-by-day motivation, Daily Peace is a go-to guide that provides meaning and perspective. Monthly themes--from resilience and healing to hope and comfort to forgiveness and generosity--will inspire you every day of the
year."
“Suzan-Lori Parks is one of the most important dramatists America has produced.”—Tony Kushner “The plan was that no matter what I did, how busy I was, what other commitments I had, I would write a play a day, every single day for a year. It would be about being present and being committed to the artistic process every single day, regardless of the ‘weather.’ It became a daily meditation, a daily prayer celebrating the rich and strange process of a writing life.”—Suzan-Lori Parks On November 13, 2002, the incomparable Suzan-Lori Parks got an idea to write a play every
day for a year. She began that very day, finishing one year later. The result is an extraordinary testament to artistic commitment. This collection of 365 impeccably crafted pieces, each with its own distinctive characters and dramatic power, is a complete work by an artist responding to her world, each and every day. Parks is one of the American theater’s most wily and innovative writers, and her “stark but poetic language and fiercely idiosyncratic images transform her work into something haunting and marvelous” (TIME).
Pairs inspiring words from a variety of people including Khalil Gibran, Julia Child and J.K. Rowling, with colorful, elegant pictures from around the world in monthly themes to help readers find happiness every day.
Transparency is vital to the building and strengthening of every relationship and every ministry. It allows people to see you as approachable and to feel safer when talking to you. Transparency is a gateway to trust, and trustworthiness is an important quality which people seek in a good, ministerial leader. They want to know:Is this person trustworthy?Is this person honest?How do I know I can talk to this person without fear of condemnation?It is with this in mind that Rohini Townsend approaches writing, friendships, ministry, and life itself. Her desire to see people healed and
whole has led to a candor and openness that is sure to tug at the heartstrings of the despondent.Put Some Shoes On, is an emotional and gripping story of one little girl's journey through heartache, rejection, abuse, and turmoil. Chronicling her path from scared child to broken, rebellious teen to powerful, anointed woman of God, the author shares the most intimate moments of her life with refreshing transparency and soul stirring honesty. It is not only a story of past hurts, it is a story of learning, growing and seeking a deeper relationship with God -- the steps and sacrifices
that are required for that level of depth and connection to the Father.Raw, poignant, and insightful, Put Some Shoes On was written to heal. It was written with your salvation in mind. This is a story of overcoming and, while on that walk, discovering who you are, and more importantly, WHOSE you are. Every step you take was conceived in the mind of the Father to guide you towards recognizing the spiritual gifts He has placed in you. Be not weary in well doing. Do not allow your circumstances to define you. Do not be consumed by trials and heartache. Take your experiences
and let God use them to mold you into a powerful Kingdom citizen. Put some shoes on and walk boldly in your Godly identity.
Also Who's who in the Movies and the Yearbook of the American Screen
The Best Moving Pictures of 1922-23, Also Who's who in the Movies and the Yearbook of the American Screen
Project 365: One Photo a Day for 365 Days
365 Days of Art
The Best Moving Pictures of 1922/23-, Also Who's who in the Movies and the Yearbook of the American Screen
The Penny Mechanic, and the Chemist
Draw unicorn pictures for a whole year - this fun book for the young and young at heart covers the widest range of unicorn motifs ever - 365 of them no less! In the magical universe all the animals can have wings and unicorn horns! This adorable book will entertain endlessly and let you in to a rainbow unicorn world every day of the year.
GO FROM THRIFT-SHOP CHEAP TO RUNWAY CHIC EACH AND EVERY DAY! Based on her wildly popular blog of the same name, guerrilla seamstress Marisa Lynch shows you how to easily (and affordably!) transform your wardrobe from frumpy to fabulous! With just a snip here and a stitch there, your basement bargains will rival anything in designer collections. Yes, with a little imagination—and DIY
tools like needles, thread, and safety pins—you too can update an outdated castoff. Inside you’ll discover how to • ace the sewing basics (remember: safety first!) • create DIY designer look-alikes • cut Flashdance-inspired sweatshirts • make an old, tired muumuu a smashing must-have • give bridesmaid dresses a second life • dye your way to a vibrant new wardrobe • whip up accessories
in seconds • style the same dress seven different ways Complete with colorful before-and-after photos, fun sidebars, and even a groovy sewing song playlist to get you in the zone, New Dress a Day proves that you don’t need a sewing machine or a big budget to turn unfashionable trash into stylish treasure.
How to Build Self-Discipline and Become More Successful (365 Powerful Thoughts From the World’s Brightest Minds) Its lack makes you unable to achieve your goals. Without it, you’ll struggle to lose weight, become fit, wake up early, work productively and save money. Not embracing it in your everyday life means that you’ll never realize your full potential. Ignoring it inevitably leads
to regret and feeling sad about how more successful and incredible your life could have been if you had only decided to develop it. What is this powerful thing? Self-discipline. And if there’s one thing that self-discipline is not, it’s instant. It takes months (if not years) to develop powerful self-control that will protect you from impulsive decisions, laziness, procrastination, and
inaction. You need to exhibit self-discipline day in, day out, 365 days in a year. What if you had a companion who would remind you daily to stay disciplined and persevere, even when the going gets tough? 365 Days With Self-Discipline is a practical, accessible guidebook for embracing more self-discipline in your everyday life. You’ll learn how to do this through 365 brief, daily
insights from the world’s brightest minds, expanded and commented upon by bestselling personal development author Martin Meadows. This isn’t just an inspirational book; most of the entries deliver practical suggestions that you can immediately apply in your life to become more disciplined. Here are just some of the things you’ll learn: - why living your life the hard way makes it easy
(and other suggestions from a successful entrepreneur and longevity scientist); - how to overcome your initial resistance and procrastination based on the remark made by one of the most renowned Renaissance men; - why, according to an influential neurosurgeon, it’s key to see problems as hurdles instead of obstacles (and how to do that); - how to embrace an experimental mindset to
overcome a fear of failure (a technique recommended by a successful entrepreneur and musician); - how to quit in a smart way, according to a world-famous marketing expert; - how to improve your productivity at work by implementing the advice from one of the most successful detective fiction writers; - how a trick used by screenwriters can help you figure out the first step needed to get
closer to your goals; - how to maintain self-discipline in the long-term by paying attention to what a bestselling non-fiction author calls necessary to survive and thrive; - how your most common thoughts can sabotage your efforts (and other valuable insights from one of the most respected Roman Stoics); and - how to overcome temporary discouragement and look at your problems from the
proper perspective, as suggested by a well-known public speaker and author. If you’re ready to finally change your life and embrace self-discipline — not only for the next 365 days, but for the rest of your life — buy this book now and together, let’s work on your success! Keywords: self-discipline handbook, self-control book, willpower book, success journal, mental resilience, become
successful, achieve your goals
Demi Lovato wakes up each morning and affirms her commitment to herself—to her health, her happiness, her being. Those commitments are the bedrock of her recovery and her work helping other young people dealing with the issues she lives with every single day. Demi is a platinum-selling recording artist whose latest album—DEMI—is already a smash hit. She's about to embark on her second
season as a judge on X-Factor, and just launched The Lovato Treatment Scholarship Program. And she is an outspoken advocate for young people everywhere. Demi is also a young woman finding her way in the world. She has dealt deftly with her struggles in the face of public scrutiny, and she has always relied, not just on friends and family, but daily affirmations of her self-worth and
value. Affirmations that steady her days and strengthen her resolve. Those affirmations have grown into STAYING STRONG, a powerful 365-day collection of Demi's most powerful, honest, and hopeful insights. Each day will provide the readers with a quote, a personal reflection and a goal. These are Demi's words. Words she lives by and shares with the people she loves and total strangers
alike. They are a powerful testament to a young woman standing up and fighting back.
With Audio Recording
365 Days of Abundance
New Dress a Day
365 Life-Altering Thoughts on Self-Control, Mental Resilience, and Success
A Year of Easy to Hard Puzzles
365 Days of Serenity
Filled with inspirational quotes on babyhood and parenthood, 365 Days of Firsts is a slim and accessible journal that provides a daily writing space to reflect on all the moments of baby's first year. Filled with gorgeous art, this utterly giftable package features a simple, unprompted space to reflect and record--users simply fill in the date and record a few lines each day. As the journal fills it will become a heartfelt keepsake of a very special time.
Ornithologist and conservationist Philippe J. Dubois presents 'a day in the life' of a different species of bird in each entry, describing the behaviors, habitats and migrations of each one. The stunning images of birds in action, taken by some of the best avian photographers in the world, illustrate the text beautifully. The birds represented here are a truly global group, ranging across Europe, Asia, Africa and North and South America.
365 Days of Unicorns
Babies
Staying Strong
A Creative Exercise for Every Day of the Year
New York: 365 Days
Eloise in Paris
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